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Abstract 
In (IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory 51 no.4(2005),1590-1593), Matthews and Michel construct one-point codes by using 
a place of degree (greater than one), which improve some one-point codes over the much-studied one-point Hermitian 
codes. In this paper, we give a slight generalization of their results. Moreover, we show our improvement by an 
example. 
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1. Introduction
Algebraic geometry codes, as defined by Goppa in [5], are linear codes formed using two divisors G
and  on a curve X over a finite field .The effective divisor  is the sum of 
distinct -rational points of X and an  -rational divisor G  with the support of G  being disjoint 
from that of . Goppa constructed two types of linear codes (see[6]). They are: 
D q 
q 
1 nD P P= + +K
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D
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1( , ) { ( ), , ( )) : ( )}L L nC C D G f P f P f L G= = ∈K ,
( , )C C D GΩ Ω= 1{( ( ), , ( )) : ( )}np pres res G Dω ω ω= ∈K .
If , then  has length , dimension and designed distance . If 
, then   has dimension  , where  is a canonical divisor, and 
designed distancede  .The minimum distance of the codes   and  is at least 
its designed distance. The greater the minimum distance is , the greater the number of errors is that the 
code can detect or correct. A code of  length ,dimension ,and minimum distance  (resp.at least ) is 
called   (resp. [ , ) code. 
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2.   One-point codes using places of higher degree 
Let  be an algebraic function field of genus ，and let P be a place of / qF  1g > F of degree . The 
Weierstrass semigroup of the place  is defined  (see[1]) by  
r
P
0( ) : { :H P N fα= ∈ ∃ ∈F with ( ) }f Pα∞ = .
And the Weierstrass gap set of the place  by  P
0( ) : \ ( )G P N H P= .
Weierstrass gap theorem (see [4]I.6.7) tell us that a place  of degree one has P g gaps and each element 
of the Weierstrass gap set lies in the interval [1 .While for a place of degree , we have , 2 1]g − P 1r >
2 1( ) 1, gG P
r
⎡ − ⎤⎢ ⎥⊆ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
（see [1] Proposition 2.1）. In [1], its main results are Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 by using the 
Weierstrass gap set of the palce P  and relating it to the gap set of the r -tuple of places of degree one 
lying over P  in a constant field extension of degree r  [see 3]. In this paper ,we can get them well by 
using [2, Theorem 2.4]. We modify it [2, Theorem2.4]  as follows: 
Proposition 2.1. Let , and suppose that1 nD P P= + +K A , , ,B C Z ( )Div F∈  satisfy the following 
conditions:
1.(supp( A ) supp( ) supp( )∪ supp(∪ B ∪ C Z )) supp( D  )= ,∩ ∅
2.  and ,( ) ( )L A L A Z= − ( ) ( )L B L B Z= +
3. .( ) ( )L C L B⊇
If G A , then the minimum distance of the code  satisfies B= + ( , )C D GΩ
deg (2 2) deg ( ( ) ( ))d G g Z i A i G C≥ − − + + − −
Proof. Let  be a differential such that the codeword of 
 has the minimal weight . Assume without loss of generality that   for1  . 
If we set   
(G Dω∈Ω − )
E
1
( ( ), , ( ))
nP P
c res resω ω= K
( ) 0
ip
res ω ≠ i≤ ≤( , )C D GΩ d d
1' dD P P= + +K ,
then ( ) .The canonical divisor  can be written as  'G Dω ≥ − ( )W ω=
                                                                        ,                                                     (2.1) 'W G D E= − +
with  and supp( ) supp( ) = . Since de , it follow from (2.1) that  0E ≥ E ∩ 'D ∅ g 2 2W g= −
                                                .                       (2.2) deg ' deg (2 2) degd D G g= = − − +
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)
We want to give a lower bound on . By Riemann-Roch Theorem we have deg E
( ) deg 1 ( )l A A g i A= + − + ,( ) deg( ) 1 (l A E A E g i A E+ = + + − + +
and hence 
                                            .                                           (2.3) deg ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))E l A E l A i A i A E= + − + − +
Terms on the right-hand side of (2.3) can be rewritten as follows: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) (( ) )
deg ( ) ( ( ) )
deg ( ') (( ) ')
deg
l A E l A
l A E l A Z
l A E l A Z E
Z l W A E l W A Z E
Z l B D l B Z D
Z
+ −
= + − −
≥ + − − +
= + − − − − − −
= + − − + −
=
On the other hand, 
( ) (i A E l W A E+ = − − )
)
)
)
')
')
( 'l B D= −
( 'l C D≤ −
( 'l C D E≤ − +
( )i G C= − .
Combining these two inequalities with Eq.(2.3), we get 
deg deg ( ( ) ( ))E Z i A i G C≥ + − −
Putting this in (2.2), we finish the proof of prorosition 2.1.  
Remark 2.2. Comparing with the proof of  [2, Theorem2.4], we put  into 
 because of the changing of the third condition. 
( ') (l B D l C D− = −
( ') (l B D l C D− ≤ −
Corollary 2.3. Let  be a place of degree  and P r 1, , nP PK
n
 be distinct places of  of degree one such 
that for each , 1  . Set
/ qF  
iP P≠ i i n≤ ≤ 1D P= + P+K . Suppose (α 1)G Pβ= + − , where , (G Pα )β ∈ .
Then  has minimum distance at least .( ,C DΩ )G deg (2G g 2)− − r+
Proof. Let 
A Pα= , ( 1)B Pβ= −  , Z P=  , ( 1)C B Pβ= = − .
Since , (G Pα )β ∈ , we have 
( ) (( 1)L P L Pα α= − ) )， ( ) (( 1)L P L Pβ β= − .
It means that  
( ) ( )L A L A Z= − , , .( ) ( )L B L B Z= + ( ) ( )L B L C⊆
It’s easy to know that 
(supp( A )∪ supp( ) supp( C )∪ supp(B ∪ Z ))∩ supp( )= .D ∅
By proposition 2.1 , the minimum distance of  at least( , )C D GΩ
deg (2 2) deg ( ) ( )G g Z i A i G C− − + + − −
                                        = de                                                                 □g (2 2)G g− − + r
Corollary 2.4. Let  be a place of degree  and  be distinct places of  of  degree one P r 1, , nP PK / qF  
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Psuch that for each , . Set . Suppose  where 
 with . Then  has minimum distance at  least .
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It means that 
( )L A L
deg
,  , .) ( )L B ⊆
By proposition 2.1,  the minimum distance of  at least 
( )i G C− −
                                                .                                                              □
Proposition 2.1 implies that if we choose a proper divisor C satisfy proposition 2.1 
and , we can improve the distance of [1, Theorem3.4 and Theorem 3.5].                      □ 1≥
3. Examples 
Example 3.1. In [1, Example 3.6] Consider the Hermitian function field   defined by  
.
F F has genus 36 and 730 places of degree one. Using Magma [7], we find that Note that  has a place of 
degree 3 with Weierstrass gap set 
( )G P = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,11,12, ,13,14,20} . 
Take  ,20α = β = 7  in the Corollary 2.1. Then 
: (20 7 1) 2G P= + − = 6P . 
Let  be the sum of all places of D F of degree one other than . Then is a [7  
code.  By proposition 2.1, we take 
P
∞ ( , )C D GΩ 29,686, 11≥ ]
20A P 6B P== ,  , Z P=
) (6 ) (L P L= = =L
( , )C D GΩ
 , C P . =
From the set , we know that (G P
( )L B =
)
(7L P )P . 
So we have . The minimum distance of  (L )C
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deg (2 2) deg (20 ) (25 )d G g Z i P i≥ − − + + − P 11 (20 )i P= + . 
So, we improve the result of Matthews and Michel at least   .                      (20 )i P
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